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ABSTRACT

The Cassie–Wenzel (C–W) wetting transition has been extensively investigated; however, the wetting transition of water films on textured
surfaces with different topologies, together with underlining mechanisms, is unsatisfactorily explored. In this study, the C–W wetting
transition of water films on pillar-arrayed and striped surfaces is studied. The results show that, on pillar-arrayed surfaces, the free energy
variation during the C–W wetting transition follows the classical wetting pathway. The free energy first increases with the intrusion of water
into the asperities and then decreases after a water film touches the basal surface. However, on striped surfaces, there exist multiple partial
wetting states with each one occupying a local energy-minimization configuration. Accordingly, the water film needs to overcome multiple
energy barriers to realize the C–W wetting transition. Moreover, the effects of aspect ratio and intrinsic wettability of the two textured surfa-
ces on the C–W wetting transition are discussed.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0066106

I. INTRODUCTION

The extreme water repellency of specific surfaces is applied by
certain plants and insects to keep themselves clean and dry, which
are referred to as superhydrophobic surfaces.1 A direct expression
of the water repellency is that surfaces possess very high apparent
contact angles (>150�) and low contact angle hysteresis (<5�).2

Superhydrophobic surfaces are of particular interest for numerous
applications, such as anti-sticking, anti-contamination, and self-
cleaning.3–7

Surfaces decorated with micro-/nanotextured patterns exhibit
strong hydrophobicity.8,9 There are two extreme wetting states on tex-
tured surfaces, and the corresponding wetting models were established
by Cassie and Baxter10 and Wenzel.11 The main assumption of the
Cassie state is that the liquid would suspend on the top of textured sur-
faces with air pockets trapped in the asperities to form a composite
interface. The contact angle in the Cassie state is expressed as10

cos hc ¼ �1þ usð1þ cos h0Þ; (1)

where us is the area fraction of the solid–liquid contact area and h0 is
the intrinsic contact angle of a droplet on smooth surfaces. On the
other hand, the Wenzel state assumes that liquid would completely
wet textured surfaces, and the contact angle is modified as

cos hw ¼ r cos h0; (2)

where r is the roughness factor, defined as the ratio of the actual wet-
ting area to its projected area.

The energy-minimization method is often employed to derive
how a droplet wets textured surfaces. Patankar demonstrated that
both the Cassie and Wenzel states are in local energy-minimization
configurations but with different free energies.12 Generally, droplets
can be present in the metastable Cassie state on textured surfaces even
if the corresponding Wenzel state has lower energy. This is because
the metastable Cassie state needs to overcome the associated energy
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barrier to reach a more stable Wenzel state.13–16 The Cassie state can
be converted to the Wenzel state if sufficiently strong stimuli, such as
vibration,15 evaporation,1 impact,17,18 and electric field,19,20 are
applied, namely, stimuli induce the C–Wwetting transition. The C–W
wetting transition is undesired for some applications, which acquire
superhydrophobic states to ensure that water cannot wet textured
surfaces.21,22

Tsai et al.1 reported that only a small enough evaporating water
droplet can experience the C–Wwetting transition on artificial pillared
surfaces. These authors developed a model to predict the critical drop-
let size for triggering the wetting transition based on the energy-
minimization method. He et al.17 experimentally noted the coexistence
of the Cassie and Wenzel states on the same pillar-arrayed surface.
The Cassie state can be formed by depositing water droplets on a
pillar-arrayed surface, whereas the Wenzel state can be formed by
impinging water droplets on the same surface from some height above.
However, for pillar-arrayed surfaces with especially large aspect ratios,
these authors observed only the formation of the Cassie state even if
droplets impact surfaces at high velocities. Therefore, the resistance for
the C–W wetting transition could be improved by increasing the
aspect ratio. Yuan and Zhao23 further demonstrated that the increased
wetting resistance by increasing the aspect ratio is the result of an
increase in the Laplace pressure. According to the Laplace equation,
PL¼ 2clv/w, a larger pressure is required to overcome the Laplace pres-
sure by reducing the w, where clv is the liquid–vapor interfacial tension
and w is the pillar width. Apart from the aspect ratio, the C–Wwetting
transition has also shown strong dependence on the intrinsic wettabil-
ity of textured surfaces. Using molecular dynamic (MD) simulations,
Zhang et al.24 noted that textured surfaces with low intrinsic wettabil-
ity would exhibit high resistance to the undesiredWenzel state because
of the weak attractive force acting between water molecules and sub-
strate atoms. Thus, a reduction in intrinsic wettability can significantly
increase the stability of textured surfaces.

During the C–W wetting transition, different wetting pathways
have been reported when different external stimuli are applied or even
when the same stimulus is applied at different strengths. Yuan and
Zhao23 performed MD simulations to investigate the electric field-
induced C–W wetting transition of nanodroplets on a pillar-arrayed
surface. The dynamics of the wetting transition revealed that different
Wenzel droplets are formed as the field strength is increased. As
shown in their simulations, the Wenzel droplet is a spherical cap at
low field strengths, whereas it evolves into an elongated film at high
field strengths. Lee et al.25 experimentally demonstrated that different
wetting pathways can occur for impacting droplets on a textured sur-
face. For the impacting droplets at high velocities, the C–W wetting
transition occurs soon after the droplets come into contact with the
textured surface. When impact velocities are relatively low, the wetting
transition can only be observed during the recoil stage rather than the
contact or spread stage.

Most existing studies of the C–Wwetting transition focused only
on pillar-arrayed surfaces, where roughness elements are inter-
connected and liquid can transport between roughness elements
[Fig. 1(a)]. For striped surfaces, roughness elements are disconnected
[Fig. 1(b)]; therefore, the C–W wetting transition on such surfaces
may differ from that on pillar-arrayed surfaces. However, the related
study is still very scarce. MD simulations have been proven to be a
powerful tool for the analysis of wetting dynamics once appropriate

interatomic potentials are specified.26–29 This work aims at performing
MD simulations to investigate the C–W wetting transition of water
films on pillar-arrayed and striped surfaces. The effects of surface
topology and intrinsic wettability on the wetting transition are
discussed.

II. SIMULATION MODEL ANDMETHOD
A. Simulation setup

All simulations are performed through the large-scale atomic and
molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS). Figure 2 shows
two initial configurations of the simulated systems, in which two water
films are deposited on a pillar-arrayed Pt surface and a striped Pt sur-
face, respectively. The cuboid boxes have dimensions of
6.313� 6.313� 11.838 nm3. Periodic boundary conditions are applied
to all three directions of the boxes. The width and height of roughness
elements are denoted by w and h, and the spacing between two adja-
cent roughness elements is denoted by s. The values of w and s remain
constant at w¼ s¼ 1.578 nm. Various values of h¼ 1.184, 1.578,
1.973, and 2.367 nm are adopted to investigate the effect of aspect ratio
on the C–W wetting transition and the Wenzel–Cassie (W–C) dewet-
ting transition. The initial thickness of each water film is 2 nm, con-
taining 2850 water molecules.

The mW model30,31 is chosen to describe water molecules. Since
the mWmodel is coarse-grained, the computational cost can be signif-
icantly reduced.32–35 The Pt surfaces are chosen in the present simula-
tions because its potential parameters have been developed well.32–34

The interactions between Pt–water pairs and Pt–Pt pairs are modeled
by the Lennard–Jones 12–6 potentials, expressed as

Uij ¼ 4eij
re
rij

� �12

� re
rij

� �6
" #

; rij < rcut; (3)

whereU is the total potential energy between particles i and j separated
by rij, e is the depth of the potential well, and re is the effective interac-
tion distance, and rcut is the cutoff distance, whose value is taken as
rcut¼ 10 Å. The values of potential parameters are ePt-Pt¼ 0.694 eV,
re,Pt-Pt¼ 0.247 nm, and re,water-Pt¼ 0.282 nm.35 The intrinsic wettabil-
ity of the Pt surfaces is determined by the energy parameter, ewater-Pt,
between water molecules and Pt atoms. The values of ewater-Pt are cho-
sen as 0.0144, 0.0119, 0.0101, 0.0068, and 0.0055 eV, respectively.
After constructing the initial configurations, the two systems are stim-
ulated in the NVT (fixed particle number, volume, and temperature)
ensemble for 1 ns at Dt¼ 1 fs, with system temperature being kept at
298K using a Nose–Hoover thermostat.

FIG. 1. Textured surfaces with different topology structures: (a) pillar-arrayed and
(b) striped.
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The intrinsic contact angle is quantified by simulating the spread-
ing of nanodroplets on a smooth Pt surface, with the stimulated box
being divided into five sections. Figure 3 shows the density contours of
the equilibrated nanodroplet in one section with ewater-Pt¼ 0.0119 eV.
Each section is divided into many small grids with a side length of 1 Å
so that the local density can be calculated in each grid every 4 fs. The
mean density is then evaluated for each 160 ps. The interfacial configu-
ration of the nanodroplet is distinguished by a density threshold of 0.5 g
cm−3, and the intrinsic contact angle is measured by circle fitting to the
free surface. The uncertainty of the intrinsic contact angle is 62�. The
energy parameters mentioned in this section correspond to intrinsic
contact angles of h0¼ 85�, 95�, 110�, 134�, and 148�, respectively.

B. Calculation of Helmholtz free energy

In the NVT ensemble, as a characteristic function, the Helmholtz
free energy must be decreased for a spontaneous process. Therefore,
the Helmholtz free energy is chosen to reveal the energy pathway of

the wetting transition. According to statistical physics, the Helmholtz
free energy can be calculated by F¼−kBTlnZ, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the thermodynamic temperature, and Z is
the partition function. However, in MD simulations, the direct calcula-
tion of the Helmholtz free energy is very difficult. Alternatively, indi-
rect umbrella sampling (INDUS) calculations are performed to
quantify the Helmholtz free energy landscape of water films during
the C–W wetting transition.36 For convenience, the free energies of
water films in the Cassie state are defined as zero.

The INDUS method entails biasing the number of water
molecules, N, in a specific volume, V, of interest, indirectly using a
coarse-grained water molecule number, ~N . The specific volume, V, of
the system is shown in Fig. 2. Restated, N is a discontinuous function,
and each molecule that passes over the boundary would induce addi-
tional impulsive forces. Conversely, the coarse-grained water number is
a continuous function; therefore, the Gaussian function with a standard
deviation of 0.1 Å and truncated at 0.2 Å is adopted to characterize the
coarse-grained water. As a result, ~N and N have a strong correlation. To
better sample N between the Cassie and Wenzel states, a series of simu-
lations are carried out at various harmonic biasing potentials, Ujð~N Þ
¼ k

2 ð~N � ~N
�
j Þ2ðj ¼ 1; 2;…; nwÞ, where k¼ 0.03 kJ mol−1.36 Under the

application of the additional potentials, wetting states with different
water molecule numbers intruded into the textured surfaces are
obtained. These biased simulations ensure the possible sampling of the
joint distribution function, Pj

VðN; ~N Þ, which characterizes the probabil-
ity of the observed N and ~N in V under the biasing potentials.
Subsequently, the biased joint distribution functions are unbiased and
stitched together by a weighted histogram analysis method.37,38 Finally,
Pj
VðN; ~N Þ is integrated with respect to ~N for obtaining the probability,

PV(N), of observedN in V. Thus, the variation of the Landau free energy
of the system, DF, is calculated by

bDF ¼ �ln PV Nð Þ½ �; (4)

where b¼ 1/kBT is the thermal energy.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. C–W wetting transitions on different topology
structures

1. Pillar-arrayed surface

Figure 4 shows the snapshots of the water film on a pillar-
arrayed surface during the C–W wetting transition and the corre-
sponding free energy landscape when biasing potentials are imposed.
The aspect ratio of pillars is h/w¼ 1.00 and the intrinsic contact angle
of the surface is h0¼ 95�. In the absence of a biasing potential, the
water film is in the Cassie state and the free energy, F, of the system is
null. Driven by the biasing potentials, water molecules intrude into
the textured surface with a flat liquid–vapor interface, as shown in Fig.
4(a) with N¼ 100. The subsequent wetting process shows an asym-
metric wetting pathway, i.e., water molecules move downward along
the left gap between pillars and then touch the basal surface, as shown
in Fig. 4(a) with N¼ 100–350. The asymmetric intrusion of water
molecules has been reported by Giacomello et al.39 They presented
that the intrusion into one side of the pillar structure gives rise to a
lower energy pathway than the simultaneous intrusion into two sides.
However, which side is intruded that is a random event. Figure 4(b)
shows that the free energy linearly increases during this period and

FIG. 2. Initial configurations of the simulated systems with (a) a pillar-arrayed sur-
face and (b) a striped surface. Here, the surface topology is characterized by s, w,
and h, respectively, and V is the specific volume of the systems for the INDUS
calculations.

FIG. 3. Density contours within a water nanodroplet on a hydrophobic surface with
an energy parameter of ewater-Pt¼ 0.0119 eV.
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then reaches the maximum when the molecular cluster touches the
basal surface (N¼ 350). The free energy difference between the maxi-
mum and initial values is referred to as the energy barrier separating
the Cassie state from the Wenzel state, which is DF1¼ 47.94 kBT in
this case. Further increasing the number of water molecules leads to
continuous intrusion into the remaining gaps until the water film
reaches the Wenzel state, at which the textured surface is filled with
water molecules (N¼ 1320). After overcoming the associated energy
barrier, the free energy profile markedly decreases with the intrusion
of water molecules and reaches a minimum when the Wenzel state is
reached, as shown in Fig. 4(b) with N¼ 300–1320. Previous studies
showed that, during the C–W wetting transition, the free energy first
increases and then decreases when water molecules intrude into tex-
tured surfaces, leading to the occurrence of the maximum free
energy.20,39,40 This energy pathway is frequently referred to as the clas-
sical energy pathway. The present simulations indicate that the C–W
wetting transition on the pillar-arrayed surface follows the classical
energy pathway.

Figure 4(b) also shows that the dewetting energy barrier separating
the Wenzel state from the Cassie state is DF2¼ 424.79 kBT, which is
much larger than the wetting energy barrier separating the Cassie state

from theWenzel state. As a consequence, theWenzel state is an energet-
ically favorable configuration and the spontaneous dewetting transition
is not feasible. It is of particular interest to demonstrate that the free
energy continuously decreases when N > 350, indicating that the water
film can collapse into the Wenzel state even when the biasing potentials
are removed. Conversely, the removal of the biasing potentials before
N< 350 will make the partial wetting state return to the initial Cassie
state. To verify this speculation, two additional simulations are imple-
mented. As shown in Fig. S1, after 400 water molecules intrude into the
gap, the biasing potentials are removed; as expected, the water film con-
tinues to wet the other gaps and reach the Wenzel state at t¼ 105 ps.
On the contrary, when the biasing potentials are removed at only 300
water molecules intruding into the gap, the water film withdraws from
the gap and returns to the Cassie state at t¼ 18 ps. These two simula-
tions also further confirm the rationality of the free energy curve.

2. Striped surface

On the striped surface, the water cannot transport between adja-
cent grooves, and hence, the C–W wetting transition may be different

FIG. 4. (a) Snapshots of the C–W wetting transition for a water film on a pillar-
arrayed surface and (b) the corresponding free energy variation.

FIG. 5. (a) Snapshots of the C–W wetting transition for a water film on a striped
surface and (b) the corresponding free energy variation.
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from that on the pillar-arrayed surface. Figure 5 shows the snapshots
of the water film on the striped surface during the C–Wwetting transi-
tion and the corresponding free energy landscape when biasing poten-
tials are imposed. The same aspect ratio of h/w¼ 1.00 and intrinsic
contact angle of h0¼ 95� are adopted here. The C–W wetting transi-
tion is initiated with the penetration of water molecules into the left
groove, and then water molecules touch the basal surface of the
left groove (N¼ 220). After that, water molecules completely wet the
left groove at N¼ 430. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the free energy linearly
increases during 0<N< 220 and peaks at N¼ 220. It subsequently
starts to decrease after water molecules touch the basal surface and
then reaches a local energy minimum when the left groove is
completely wetted. During the period with water molecules intruding
into the left groove, the lower surface of the liquid film from the right
side is always atop the right groove. The wetting energy barrier is
DF1¼ 42.98 kBT, almost identical to that on the pillar-arrayed surface.
The dewetting energy barrier is DF2¼ 107.38 kBT, which is larger than
DF1, suggesting the difficulty to perform the dewetting transition.

After the complete intrusion into the left groove, water molecules
start to intrude into the right groove, and the variation of free energy
is similar to that in the first step. Unlike the pillar-arrayed surface, the
C–W wetting transition on the striped surface requires overcoming
multiple energy barriers, and water molecules can attain the partial
wetting state after surmounting the corresponding local energy barrier.
It should be noted that the dewetting energy barrier on the pillar-
arrayed surface is much larger than that on the striped surface.
According to macroscopic thermodynamics, during the C–W wetting
transition, the decrease in free energy can be ascribed to the replace-
ment of the high-energy liquid–vapor interface by the low-energy
solid–liquid interface.41 Therefore, for the pillar-arrayed surface, inter-
pillar regions can provide a larger basal surface area, and thus a larger
liquid–vapor interface needs to be replaced by the solid–liquid inter-
face, which decides a more stable Wenzel configuration.

B. Effect of aspect ratio

In this section, the effect of the aspect ratio on the C–W wetting
transition on the pillar-arrayed and striped surfaces is investigated.
Free energy variations of water films on pillar-arrayed surfaces with
aspect ratios of h/w¼ 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 during the wetting
transition are illustrated in Fig. 6. The intrinsic contact angle remains
constant at h0¼ 95� for all the surfaces. It can be seen that the wetting
energy barrier is significantly increased with an increase in aspect ratio.
For example, DF1¼ 10.12 kBT at h/w¼ 0.75, and it increases to
DF1¼ 111.31 kBT at h/w¼ 1.50. He et al.17 experimentally demon-
strated that the C–W wetting transition becomes more difficult when
increasing the aspect ratio of textured surfaces. This result implies that
the energy barrier separating the Cassie state from the Wenzel state
increases with the aspect ratio, which agrees with the present simula-
tions. The previous study demonstrated that the increased energy bar-
rier at a larger aspect ratio is the consequence of a larger Laplace
pressure that is caused by the reduced pillar spacing.23 However, the
pillar spacing remains unchanged in the present simulations, and
hence, the pressure-based approach cannot interpret the observed
increase in energy barrier. Murakami et al.41 demonstrated that, dur-
ing the C–W wetting transition, the low-energy solid–vapor interface
is continuously replaced by the high-energy solid–liquid interface,
leading to an increase in free energy. Therefore, the increased free

energy during the C–W wetting transition should be a result of the
continuous increase in the solid–liquid interfacial energy.

It should be noted that the dewetting energy barrier separating
the Wenzel state from the Cassie state decreases with increasing the
aspect ratio. For example, the dewetting energy barrier is DF2¼ 218.98
kBT at h/w¼ 1.50, and it increases to DF2¼ 424.79 kBT at h/w¼ 1.00.
To explain this interesting phenomenon, dynamics of the wetting tran-
sition on the pillar-arrayed surface with an aspect ratio of h/w¼ 1.50
are investigated, as shown in Fig. 7. The dynamic behavior of the water
film in Fig. 7 differs from that on the textured surface with an aspect
ratio of h/w¼ 1.00. Under the action of biased potentials, the bulk of
the water film proceeds downward along the sidewall of pillars. After
N> 800, the flat liquid–vapor interface gradually bends, and water
molecules penetrate the interpillar region and then touch the basal sur-
face at N¼ 1150. During 800<N< 1150, the liquid surface exhibits a
more kinked shape than that with h/w¼ 1.00. All gaps are filled with
water molecules at N¼ 1930, forming the Wenzel state. Therefore, the
reduced dewetting energy barrier can be explained by the fact that the

FIG. 6. Variation of free energy of the water film on pillar-arrayed surfaces with
aspect ratios of h/w¼ 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 during the C–W wetting transition.

FIG. 7. Snapshots of the C–W wetting transition for a water film on a pillar-arrayed
surface with an aspect ratio of h/w¼ 1.50.
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dewetting energy barrier has a strong dependence on the wetting path-
way, i.e., with a more kinked liquid surface, the decline rate of the free
energy would be reduced.

On the striped surfaces, two kinds of C–W wetting pathways are
observed when increasing the aspect ratio, as shown in Fig. 8. At a
lower aspect ratio of h/w¼ 0.75, water molecules penetrate each
groove independently. However, at a higher aspect ratio of h/w¼ 1.50,
during the initial wetting process, water would experience synchro-
nized intrusion into grooves. In the process of further water intrusion,
the liquid surface in the right groove continuously proceeds down,
whereas the liquid surface in the left groove conversely rises. After
water molecules completely wet the right groove, the intrusion of
water molecules into the left groove is initiated again, and eventually,
the Wenzel configuration is formed at N¼ 1360. The variations of free
energy on the striped surfaces with various aspect ratios are illustrated
in Fig. 9. Because of the excess wetted region, the wetting energy bar-
rier increases with an increase in aspect ratio, which is similar to that
on the pillar-arrayed surfaces. For example, DF1 is 11.36 kBT at h/
w¼ 0.75, and it increased to DF1¼ 152.27 kBT at h/w¼ 1.50.

Likewise, the dewetting energy barrier decreases with increasing the
aspect ratio, which makes the W–C dewetting transitions easier to
realize.

C. Effect of intrinsic contact angle

In this section, the effect of intrinsic contact angle on the C–W
wetting transition on the pillar-arrayed and striped surfaces is exam-
ined. In the simulations, the aspect ratio remains constant at h/
w¼ 1.00, but various intrinsic contact angles are adopted in this sec-
tion ranging from hydrophilicity to hydrophobicity. The snapshots of
the C–W wetting transition indicate that the intrusion processes of
water molecules into roughness elements are similar for larger and
smaller intrinsic contact angles.

Figure 10 shows the variations of free energy on the pillar-
arrayed and striped surfaces with various intrinsic contact angles. For
the two intrinsically hydrophilic textured surfaces with h0¼ 85�, the
free energies of the water films decrease with the intrusion of water
molecules and attain their global minimum values when the water
films reach the Wenzel state. No energy barriers separate the Cassie
state from the Wenzel state. This barrierless energy pathway indicates
that water molecules can spontaneously wet the textured surfaces in
the absence of biasing potentials. On the contrary, for the hydrophobic
textured surfaces, there exists the wetting energy barrier, DF1, separat-
ing the Cassie state and the Wenzel state. On the two kinds of textured
surfaces, the wetting energy barrier, DF1, significantly increases,
whereas the dewetting energy barrier, DF2, decreases with increasing
the intrinsic contact angle. For example, at h0¼ 134�, extremely high
DF1¼ 262.01 kBT on the pillar-arrayed surface and DF1¼ 355.58 kBT
on the striped surface are observed, indicating robust superhydropho-
bicity. The increased wetting energy barrier is attributable to the corre-
lation between low wettability and weak solid–liquid attractive
interactions, and hence, a larger biasing potential is required for water
molecules to penetrate textured surfaces. On the other hand, the
weaker solid–liquid attractive interactions also weaken the resistance
to the escape of the water molecules from the textured surfaces and
thereby lead to a small DF2.

24
FIG. 8. Snapshots of the C–W wetting transition for a water film on striped surfaces
with aspect ratios of (a) h/w¼ 0.75 and (b) 1.50.

FIG. 9. Variation of free energy of the water film on striped surfaces with aspect
ratios of h/w¼ 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 during the C–W wetting transition.
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Verplanck et al.42 for the first time employed an external electric
field to trigger the reversible C–W wetting transition of a droplet on
textured surfaces. They observed that the apparent contact angle of the
droplet decreases from h¼ 164� to 106� at a voltage of 150V, and the
apparent contact angle returns to the initial value of h¼ 164� when
the electric field is turned off. Using the potential of the mean force
method, Zhang et al.43 revealed that the dewetting energy barrier sepa-
rating the Wenzel state from the Cassie state can be eliminated by rea-
sonable design of superhydrophobic surfaces, leading to a barrierless
dewetting energy pathway. The present simulations show that, for the
striped surfaces, when the intrinsic contact angle increases to
h0¼ 148�, the dewetting energy barrier, DF2, is indeed eliminated, as
shown in Fig. 10(a). To verify the spontaneous W–C dewetting transi-
tion can take place, an extra simulation is implemented. As shown in
Fig. S2, for the pillar-arrayed surface with h0¼ 148�, after the biasing
potential is removed, the water molecules withdraw from the basal
surface so that the water film returns to the Cassie state. Figure 10(b)
presents that the barrierless W–C dewetting transition on the striped
surface occurs at a lower intrinsic contact angle of h0¼ 134�, and the

corresponding dynamics of W–C dewetting transition is shown in Fig.
S3. This result implies that, with the same structure parameters and
intrinsic contact angle, striped surfaces have more robust superhydro-
phobicity than pillar-arrayed surfaces.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the C–W wetting transition on pillar-arrayed and
striped surfaces is investigated via MD simulations by placing water
films on the two textured surfaces with various aspect ratios and
intrinsic contact angles. The corresponding Helmholtz free energy is
calculated to discuss the mechanisms behind the observed wetting
transition. The main conclusions are as follows.

(1) For the pillar-arrayed surface, water film would penetrate the
textured surface by imposing biasing potentials. Water mole-
cules asymmetrically intrude into one side of the pillared struc-
ture and come into contact with the basal surface. After that,
water molecules wet the rest gaps between pillars to form the
Wenzel state. The corresponding free energy variation follows
the classical wetting pathway, i.e., the free energy increases in
the initial intrusion stage and then decreases after water mole-
cules touch the basal surface.

(2) For the striped surface, water film would wet grooves in succes-
sion. Water molecules first intrude only into one groove to
form a partial wetting state. A further increase in water mole-
cule number leads to the wetting of another groove. Therefore,
water molecules are required to overcome multiple energy bar-
riers with each partial wetting state corresponding to a local
energy-minimization configuration.

(3) An increase in aspect ratio can increase the energy barrier sepa-
rating the Cassie state from the Wenzel state for both the pillar-
arrayed and the striped surface. This result is attributed to a
larger wetted region, which causes the additional solid–liquid
interfacial energy during the C–W wetting transition.
Intriguingly, for both the pillar-arrayed and striped surfaces,
the increased aspect ratio decreases the dewetting energy bar-
rier. One possible explanation is that the wetting process with a
kinked liquid surface decreases the decline rate of free energy.

(4) An increase in intrinsic contact angle of solid materials not
only increases the wetting energy barrier but also decreases the
dewetting energy barrier due to the weak intermolecular forces
between liquid molecules and solid atoms. The spontaneous
dewetting transition is possible only if the W–C wetting transi-
tion follows a barrierless energy pathway. This dewetting transi-
tion takes place on the pillar-arrayed surface with h0¼ 148�

and on the striped surface with h0¼ 134�.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for the spontaneous wetting tran-
sition and dewetting transition of water films on the pillar-arrayed and
striped surfaces.
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